MEMBERS OF

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY STUDIES’ GRADUATE FIELD

Richard Boyd -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** philosophy of science, psychology, epistemology, language, and mind; ethics; social and political philosophy, especially Marxism

Peter Dear -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** early modern science and philosophy; Scientific Revolution; historical sociology of knowledge

Tarleton Gillespie -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** digital copyright; technology and cultural participation; critical discourse of technology; new media and society; law, policy, and technological change

Stephen Hilgartner -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** social dimensions and politics of contemporary and emerging science and technology; social studies of the life sciences; property regimes; risk

TJ Hinrichs -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** Chinese medicine and healing

Steven Jackson -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** Information technology; information policy analysis; knowledge, power, and practice in science, technology and medicine

Ronald Kline -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** history of technology in the United States, especially information technology, engineering, industrial research, and consumer technology

Stacey Langwick -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** medical anthropology; post-colonial science studies; politics of knowledge and materiality; anthropology of the body
Christine Leuenberger -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: classical and contemporary sociological theory; sociology of knowledge; sociology of culture; medical sociology; interaction sociology; gender studies; science studies; social studies of the human; and behavioral sciences

Bruce Lewenstein -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: history and evaluation of public communication of science and technology; models of science communication; documentation and history of contemporary science

Michael Lynch -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: sociology of science and technology; ethnomethodology; criminal justice practices; sociology of mental disorder

Trevor Pinch -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: sociology of science and technology; sociology of musical instruments; sociology of the internet and online interaction

Alison Power -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: ecology of agricultural systems, with emphasis on pest management

Rachel Prentice -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: anthropology of science and technology, particularly the intersection of digital technologies and medicine; medical anthropology; social studies of medical education, engineering, and computer science; virtual worlds

Sara Pritchard -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: history of technology; environmental history; modern France and French Empire

Margaret Rossiter -- Concentrations: history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; Research interests: history of women scientists; history of agricultural science; history of American science in the nineteenth- and twentieth-centuries
Phoebe Sengers -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** critical technical practices; technology and consumer culture; human-computer interaction; sustainability and technology design; subsistence communities in Newfoundland

Suman Seth -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** history of physical sciences in the 19th and 20th centuries; gender science; science, colonialism, and nationalism

Rebecca Slayton -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** expertise, risk, history of computing, cybersecurity, international security, arms control, innovation, science and technology policy, energy and environmental policy

Malte Ziewitz -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; social studies of science and technology; **Research interests:** science & technology studies; governance and accountability relations; sociology of evaluation; digital media; online reviews, ratings, rankings; ethnography; ethnomethodology & conversation analysis

**Graduate School Professors (emeritus)**

Judith Reppy -- **Concentrations:** history and philosophy of science and technology; **Research interests:** military technology; dual use technology and export control policy; bio-terrorism issues